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privilege of hosting our global guests for this special event. But the work of our 
church continues.
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In that spirit, please join United Methodists
throughout the Greater Northwest Area in praying these words: 
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LITANY
Liturgist: The work of our General Conference is done. Many loving people 
among us have worked very hard offering hospitality, openness, vision and 
hope. Holding in our hearts all that has transpired, as we gather in our churches 
today, we ask ourselves, “What is next? What lies ahead?”

People: To this we say - Every day is a new day like none that has come before. 
Every moment is a new moment – a gift from God filled with possibilities that call 
us forward. Knowing the gift of this and trusting God, we move on with joy, faith 
and courage as life unfolds. We are ready to follow Jesus wherever this leads.

Liturgist: We have experienced delights and disappointments during those 
days of conferencing. Some of our hopes – some of what we envisioned, has 
not been brought to life; some of what we pictured for The United Methodist 
Church has joyfully transpired. Embracing all of this, we ask ourselves, “What is 
next? What lies ahead?”
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Liturgist: As United Methodists, we are called to be a global church - holding 
the big picture – while we do the work of the church in our congregations and in 
our personal lives. Knowing we do not meet again as the global church for four 
years – knowing there is always much work to do, we are called to hold these 
things in tension as we ask ourselves, “What is next? What lies ahead?”
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People: To this we say - Every day is a new day like none that has come before. 
Every moment is a new moment – a gift from God filled with possibilities that call 
us forward. Knowing the gift of this and trusting God, we move on with joy, faith 
and courage as life unfolds. We are ready to follow Jesus wherever this leads.

ALL: God of all, trusting the gift of each day and each moment, help us be 
faithful in following Jesus wherever this leads. Until your kingdom comes in 
fullness. Amen.

By Rev. Barbara Nixon, First Corvallis UMC (Corvallis, OR),
Oregon-Idaho Annual Conference
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